Guide on
Inter-Chapter Collaboration

Presidential Perspective (President)

Premise: Delta Sigma Pi hosts the annually President’s
Academy, but chapters can communicate and collaborate
before, during, and after the academy.

Potential Programs:
Regional, Provincial, and/or
national group chats of Chapter
Presidents.

The Presidents coordinate writing
and sending recommendations to
the Board of Director.

Peer-to-peer problem solving and
best practices.

Recruiting Resources (SVP)

Premise: Chapters with similar characteristics develop a
cloud-hosted resource library of recruitment materials
and plans.

Potential Programs:
Inter-chapter recruitment tshirts reducing cost per unit.

Library of poster/flyer
templates and copies.

Regional recruitment video
competition.

Excellent Educators (VPPE)

Premise: Next to Initiation, pledging should be very
similar across all chapters and those similarities provides
ample opportunities to collaborate.

Potential Programs:
Officers coordinate to provide
constructive feedback to improve
the new Pledge Education Program.

Vice Presidents Pledge Education
share best practices in the Big/Little
process.

Experienced VPPEs mentor chapters
with low Pledge Retention.

Fundraising with Friends (VPF)

Premise: Chapters that fundraise together cast a
broader net and maximize their revenue potential.

Potential Programs:
Regional corporate sponsorships
and business relationships.

Inter-chapter fundraising
competitions selling goods or
services.

Multiple chapters collaborate to
host a virtual career fair and split
the employer registration revenue.

Operational Outcomes (VPCO)

Premise: .

Potential Programs:
Chapters can share their attendance
policies, tools, and experiences to help
address the shared issue.

Stronger chapters will mentor and
assist struggling chapters make a CMP
plan and stay on track of their goal.

Regions or Provinces develop and
maintain a shared strategic plan to
further the organization’s excellence.

Chancellor Chats (Chancellor)

Premise: Each chapter has its own culture and challenges,
but chapter chancellors can still learn and implement best
practices from one another.

Potential Programs:
Inter-chapter ritual team
training and practice.

Parliamentary Procedures
practice between experienced
and new chancellors.

Peer-to-peer bylaw and policy
review.

Speaker Series (VPPA)

Premise: If each chapter in a region organized one
speaker virtually, the programming could comprise
several virtual events or a single virtual conference.

Potential Programs:
Multiple session tracks based on
academic discipline in a virtual
conference.

Recurring virtual speaker events
hosted by chapters in a rotation.

Pre-recorded speakers available
to use for recruitment sessions.

Community Collaboration (VPCS)

Premise: Multiple chapters can join efforts to multiply the
local and national impact of their service to their
communities.

Potential Programs:
National in-person and virtual 5K teams
of Deltasigs

All the chapters in a region host blood
drives on their campuses during the
same month

Multiple chapters volunteer at their local
Ronald McDonald Houses and fundraise
virtually for their Amazon Wishlist

Successful Scholars (VPSA)
Premise: Business curriculum overlaps from university to
university and multiple chapter Vice Presidents-Scholarship and
Awards can collaborate to offer additional resources for brothers.

Potential Programs:
Inter-chapter virtual
library/tutoring hours

Inter-chapter competition
for highest cumulative GPA

Inter-chapter study pals

Alumni Alliance (VPAR)

Premise: Minimize the gap in access to alumni by
collaborating to engage and interact with alumni
members.

Potential Programs:
Multiple VPAR collaborate to write a
regional alumni newsletter distributed to
all of their recorded alumni.

Chapters share alumni contact information
to aid in networking and hiring of Deltasigs.

Multiple chapters in the same region are
having significant anniversaries and they
plan one large centrally located celebration
to maximize alumni reach.

Ask An Advisor (Chapter Advisor)

Premise: The role of a chapter advisor varies from
chapter to chapter, but there are some things that will
always be the same.

Potential Programs:
Chapter advisors can create a
listserv to communicate about
common challenges and questions.

Coordinated efforts to promote
Delta Sigma Pi across University
systems and related schools.

Chapter Advisors connect with
colleagues to start colonies at their
respective universities.

Meeting Of The Mentors (District Director)

Premise: Every volunteer leader brings something
different to the table, those experiences and perspectives
should be integrated instead of siloed.

Potential Programs:
Regional, Provincial, and/or national
group chats of District Directors.

District Directors host virtual
volunteer leader trainings to
increase the pool of candidates.

District Directors “buddy-up” to help
those with struggling chapters for
increased volunteer coverage.

Collegiate Connection (VPCR)

Premise: Alumni chapters can connect and collaborate
with collegiate chapters beyond their geographic area.

Potential Programs:
Multiple VPCR collaborate to
organize events for a larger
audience.

Alumni Chapters connect one
another with collegiate chapters
they have relationships with.

All the alumni chapters in the
nation rotate for a bi-weekly event
available to all collegiate chapters.

